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The Changing ?tructure 
of Agriculture In Nebraska 
--BrIIC£' B Jobnson 
IiI lliuc'li(lll crgriculture in "'eilrasb is ulldergoing proiillll1d change, Longrun struc 
tural trcmb ha\'e emerged during the financially stressed [lJHOs, Increasingly fewer 
ur1l1S ,recount Il)r most of the production Hllume. while thousands of smaller brms 
('\ist 11\' L'lllllbining nunbrm income with mud est brm receipts, By the year 2000. 
'\d)Lrska nla\ ha\'e less than 5U,OOO brms. half the current number, These trends. in 
clltllhillJtiul1 with the likelil1l)od uf cuntinued ecunomic stress tilr LS, agriculture. 
1)(''<' Llll1sidcrable policY dullenges to a state whose eCllllomy remains het\'ilv 
illterrelJtc'C1 \\ ith agriculture, 130ld institutional measures need to ill' made to case the 
;rclibitilll1 ami to position the state and its people tlK entering the 21st centurY, 
3 
Since the beginning of time, the structure and the process of 
Jl(riculture have reflected the changing needs and preferences of 
h'uI1lans in a dynamic environment of resource opportunities and 
lonstraints, Yet, throughout history there have been periods of 
xcclerated change, For Nebraska and u.s. agriculture, the 1980s appear 
tl I he such a period. The current forces of economic stress will likely 
result in substantial changes not only in the structure of the brming 
sector but also in the social and economic bbric of rural America. Many 
lhJnges \vill be reactive in nature, brought about by forces beyond the 
domain of this state's policy arena. But, many will be proacti\e and 
rdkcti\'e of sound decisions made by Nebraskans and their elected 
representatives. 
In this chapter. we focus on Nebraska's brm production sector, 
highligliUng recent trends and associated policy implications for the 
state, In the first section, we present an analysis framework and define 
agricultural structure and other factors which society may deem 
Il1lpOl1ant measures of performance. A model of structural change is 
~t1S() discllssed. In the second section, we examine Nebraska's pro-
duction agriculture in terms of its magnitude, diversity, and degree of 
gitl\)al interdependence. 
Our focus shifts in section three to the agricultural producer and the 
nature of production units. Key structural trends are discussed in the 
ttlllrth section, followed by conclusions, implications, and policy 
lh()ices in the final section, 
44 Hrucl' n.J()hns~, 
Looking at Agricultural Structure 
What is agricultural structure? Structure itself is not a simple concepJ~ 
A concise, dean definition for which there is broad agreement is non1 
existent. Instead, discussion of agricultural structure tends to focus onJ 
set of components which generally include the following: J i; 
How farming units of different sizes, types, and locations organize: 
their natural, financial, and labor resources. 
Control, management, and operation of farming units and the 
associated degree of freedom of choice and degree of risks borne 
by the operator. 
Manner in which the firm procures its inputs and markets its 
products. 
Distribution of resource ownership and wealth among persons 
contributing to agricultural production as well as the distribution 
of production and associated income. 
Means for entry into farming as an occupation. 
Provisions for asset transfer to succeeding generations. 
Performance of the food system in providing the quantity and 
quality of food desired by society. 
Resiliency of the system to withstand shock and to adapt to chang. 
ing technology and economic circumstances. 
This list indicates that the concept of structure goes far beyond 
simple economics of production. Political forces bear on structure as 
well, and, in turn, basic societal beliefs and values. The emphasis is not 
on structure, but on the relative performance of some structural can· 
figuration over others. How does a particular agricultural structure can· 
tribute to or compete with the flow of quality, reasonably priced food? 
How efficient is resource use and does it complement the preservation 
of the environment? Is it flexible and adaptable? What effects does 
structure have on the well-being of producers and rural communities? 
These are the types of critical and complex questions which form the 
heart of the debate about agricultural structure. They are not answered 
easily; and, even when these questions are answered, complete can· 
census will never be a practical reality. Nonetheless, these questions 
merit serious consideration. 
, Structure of Agriculture 
(h:IIlf'IIlf' 
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A ,\lode! of Change 
";tructurJ1 evolution is probably an appropriate term for defining 
, 'tLlrJl dMnge in agriculture. Change is evolutionaty rather than 
,[rUl . 
, lLltl·()l1'UY. Yet, the process of change IS not always smooth and 
rl'\ () ". '.' .. 
I 'liherJte. TenSIon arIses wIth change. ThIs can be better understood <L<; 
~\~, consider a model of change which Lee described as follows: 
The state of technology and the physical resource base largely 
determine the economic organization of production; the way 
production is organized causes a superstructure of economic 
institutions to emerge; these, in tum, lead to the development 
of certain social and political institutions.2 
The above implies that there will tend to be a lag in the adjustment of 
l'10110miC, then social and political, institutions to underlying changes in 
[l'chl101ogy and the organization of production. The lagged effect can 
llcate tension as behavioral patterns are required to change. l11Us, for a 
lime, "Jllles and beliefs as well as longstanding institutions tend to 
rd1cct In earlier era and not the emerging reality of agriculture. And, 
likewise, technological advancement may overstep ongoing social norms 
:lIlcL therefore, be altered to conform. A<; we now examine the situation 
in 0Jebraska specifically, the dynamics of agricultural structure will 
hecome more evident as will the tensions which accompany change. 
production Agriculture in Nebraska 
Most Nebraskans are aware that agriculture is a primary industty, but 
['('\ver are aWJre of this state's importance as a national leader. In 1984, 
cash receipts from agricultural commodities produced in Nebraska 
:lmountcd to more than $7 billion, ranking it fourth among the 50 states 
(table 1 ).l 4 
Livestock production is particularly significant. Cattle and calves 
production in Nebraska amounted to 12 percent of the u.s. output in 
19k4, second only to Texas. Nebraska also ranked third in the 
production of com and grain sorghum. Moreover, in 1984, the state 
r:lnked first in alfalfa meal production, first in Great Northern beans 
production, and fourth in pinto beans production.s 
:'-Jehraska's significance in agricultural output has expanded relative 
tlJ other states. The state ranked fifth in the nation in cash receipts 
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Table 1 - Nebraska's agricultural production, measured in cash receipts value, 1984 
-----------
Nebraska's 
total cash Percentage of State 
Item receipts LS. total ra~ 
Million dollars Percent Number 
All agricultural comm()dities $7,OH2 ').0 4 
All livestock ,4,')23 6.2 3 
All crops 2,'j'jl) U 7 
Selected commodities: 
Cattle and calves ),666 12.0 2 
Corn 1.344 11.6 5 
Hogs (1)') 6.6 5 
Soybeans 444 }7 9 
Wl1e:1t 341 4.0 10 
Grain sorghum 191 1i.7 3 
Sugar beets ')4 69 6 
S( lurce: li,S. Department (If Agriculture, Economic Research Service. HcoNornic Indica. 
luI's of the Farm Sector: State Fillancial S1Immar): 1lJ84. FCIFS 4'5. March 19H6. 
during the early 1970s; its ranking in corn production was also fifth, 
However, largely because of a major expansion of irrigated crop 
acreage (a near doubling from 4 million acres in 1970 to an estimated 
7.8 million acres in 1985), production output has surged ahead. 6 
Indeed, the size of Nebraska's agricultural production plant is 
massive. It is little wonder that agriculture continues as a bull wheel in 
this state's economy. In fact, a recent study by the US. Department of 
Agriculture (USDA) indicated that employment in the food and fiber 
system as a percentage of total state employment was 31.9 percent in 
Nebraska, the highest of any state in the nation.7 The US. average was 
only 22.1 percent. About three fourths of Nebraska's net trade surplus, 
which has exceeded $1 billion in recent years, has been created by 
shipments of agricultural products to other states and nations (mostly 
meat products, feed grains, grains, and machinery ).8 
Although economic diversification has occurred in Nebraska, much 
like other states, evidence suggests that agriculture will remain the 
state's primary economic activity. Nebraska's abundant resource base of 
land, water, climate, infrastructure, and skilled people is well suited to 
agriculture. Therefore, structural changes in agriculture carry profound 
implications for the state. 
. Structure of Agriculture (h:U1g lllg , 
. rst'ty of Production Dive 
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t: 'en for the most casual observer, a day of travel across Nebraska on 
t,\ 
rstate 80 provides ample evidence of Nebraska's agricultural 
Inte ' f' d l' k . . ft j\'ersitY. An array 0 major crop an lvestoc enterpnses eXIsts, 0 en 
l \thin a single farming community as complementary enterprises. To a 
~~lrge extent, Nebra~ka's agricult~ral diversity is a reflection of a diverse 
'l'S(}urce base. Solls, water, chmate, and cultural patterns of the 
:'l'~idents all contribute to kaleidoscopic agriculture. In essence, 
\l'hraska represents the interface of Corn Belt and Great Plains 
[uriculture, the fonner emphaSizes cash grain production while the 
;~~ter emphasizes livestock. 
Yet, despite its heterogeneous nature, much of the state's agricultural 
~[cti\'ity centers on a few crop and livestock enterprises which are not 
unique to Nebraska. The state's major crop enterprises are those for 
\\'hich overproduction has been a problem histOrically. In turn, these 
Jdivities have been associated with government price and income 
support programs. 
During the 1980s, Nebraska has ranked among the top five recipient 
stJtes in government program payments. During 1982-84, government 
payments accounted for nearly 62 percent of Nebraska's total net farm 
income; most were payments through the wheat and feed grain 
programs. In short, because of the nature of its enterprise mix and its 
production volume, Nebraska's agricultural production sector is heavily 
dependent upon government farm programs. The economic implica-
tions for this state could be substantial if national policy moves toward 
dismantling these government support programs. 
Global Interdependence 
U.S. agriculture is truly global. Many farm inputs are purchased from 
I)\·erseas. But, more importantly, a substantial share of agricultural 
production is for export. As a result, u.s. commodity futures markets 
tluctuate greatly in reaction to news events, such as radioactive fallout 
in the Soviet Union or adverse weather conditions in the southern 
hemisphere. 
A high degree of global interdependence is a relatively new 
phenomenon. Total u.s. exports of agricultural commodities jumped 
nearly sixfold from 1970 ($7.3 billion) to 1981 ($43.3 billion)-an 
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obvious explanation for the relative prosperity agricultural prOduce,.~.·. 
enjoyed during the 1970s.Y i 
Nebraska's agricultural producers shared in this exploding exp~ 
market. Feed and ~ood grains constituted nearly 4'5 percent of the lJ.1 
export mar,ket, Ollseeds and produc~s ~I:d hvestock c:)o1IY:oditi, 
accounted for another 32 percent, all slgmflcant products 10 thIs stat( 
Acs a consequence, by 1981, nearly 30 percent of Nebraska's agriculturl 
output was produced for export. .~ 
Since 1981, U.S. agricultural export sales have fallen sharply. By 198~ 
total sales volume was down about 25 percent from the 1981 pe~ 
leading to huge carryover stocks, depressed prices, and great. 
economic dependence on commodity price support programs.l 
Several factors (sharply rising value of the dollar, major econom~ 
recession in many parts of the world, rapidly rising productivity and 
competition from other countries, and realignment of trade patterns as 
a result of the heavy foreign debt burdens of several countries) 
contributed to this downturn in exports. A5 a consequence, it appears 
very unlikely that agricultural exports will return to the levels of the 
early 1980s, even with the lower valued dollar of recent months. Th~ 
export turnaround has profound economic implications for Nebrasij 
and other states which are heavily dependent upon export markets. 
While the consequences of production expansion (such as, appre-
ciating land values and increased debt financing), were accentuate!! 
during the 1970s, so were the spillover effects of contraction in t~ 
mid-1980s. " 
Agricultural Producers and Their Farming Units 
A5k yourself these questions: How would I describe the typical 
farmer of today? What is a typical farm? Despite our minds' imagery, 
these questions beg answers. In today's agriculture, there is no typical 
farmer or farming operation. Instead the farm universe is a wide 
spectrum, and what one perceives as typical can be as spurious as the 
averages associated with Nebraska's everchanging weather patterns. 
Number of Farms 
According to the latest Census of Agriculture, there were about 
60,000 farms in Nebraska in 1982 (table 2).10 Nationally, the number of 
farms has declined steadily since the 1930s as technological advances 
- 1 Structure of Agriculture 
l:hJngtng, 
, ) _ Number of farms in Nebraska, census years, 1930-82 
Tahir ~ 
( -l'Il_- US 
~ 
\:\ = "lot available. 
Farms 
From revious census 
Net change 
in number of 
farms 
- - - -Number - - - -
129,458 NA 
4,158 
-12,554 
133,616 
121,062 
111,756 
107,183 
100,846 
90,475 
80,163 
72,257 
67,597 
63,768 
60,243 
- 9,306 
- 4,573 
- 6,337 
-10,371 
10,313 
- 7,906 
- 4,660 
- 3,829 
- 3,525 
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Annual 
rate of 
change 
Percent 
NA 
.62 
2.07 
-1.67 
- .85 
-1.57 
-2.29 
-2.57 
-2.19 
-1.38 
1.54 
-1.46 
'l )UfCC: US. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census. Census of Agriculture, 
\ (,/im,kll, Vol. 1. 1959 and 1982. 
ha\'e facilitated and required the consolidation of farms and the exodus 
,If brm operators from agriculture. Even during the relatively profitable 
19""'Os, the number of farms in the state declined at a rate of about 1.5 
percent per year. 
The rate of decline in the number of farms has probably accelerated 
since 1982, perhaps as much as two to three times the longer term 
pattern. Economic stress has forced many farmers to exit and has 
!w!uced the incentives for others to enter farming. Yet, until docu-
n1l'nted by a new census benchmark, the recent changes remain only 
l'( mjecture. 
Age of Operators 
Changes in the number of farms reflect the entry into and exit from 
Lirming by individuals and families. An examination of the age distri-
hution of farm operators (age cohorts) contributes to our understand-
ing of how and why the number of farms has declined. Age distribution 
data for farm operators in Nebraska are shown in table 3. 
Table 3 - Distribution of farm operators in Nebraska, by age, census years 1930-82 
Census year 
Age of farm 
operator 1930 1940 1950 1959 1969 1978 1982 
Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent 
Less than 25 6,288 5 4,615 4 4,'511 4 2,238 3 2,143 3 3,335 5 3,107 5 
25-34 28,808 23 22,178 19 19,660 19 13,622 15 8,806 12 9,'590 15 10,239 17 
3544 35,688 28 28,033 24 24,643 24 20,315 23 15,357 21 10,987 17 10,478 17 
4554 28,299 23 30,031 25 23,742 23 23,168 26 18,814 26 15,484 24 12,949 22 
55-64 17,671 14 21.0,7 18 19,162 19 18,977 21 17,909 25 15,615 25 14,603 24 
65 and older 8,787 7 11,773 10 9,99') 10 10,913 12 9,228 13 8,757 14 8,777 15 
Total 125,'541 100 117,667 100 101,713 100 89,233 100 72,257 100 63,768 100 60,243 100 
Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the CenSllS. Ce/lSIIS of Agriculture, Nebraska, Vol 1. 19')9, 1969, and 1982. 
VI 
o 
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The data for :--Jebraska reveal the following patterns: 
,\lost brm operators enter farming between the ages of 25 
and 34, although some are younger. 
After falling for several decades, the number of operators 
under age 35 increased somewhat during the 1970s. 
In recent years, nearly four out often operators were age 55 
or older; 30 years earlier, that ratio was three in ten. 
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Because more brm operators are older the number of farms will 
,ontinue to decline. In 1982, nearly 9,000 Nebraska farmers were 
Jlreadyat retirement age, and by 2000, more than 27,000 others Cage 
j~64) will reach retirement age. In other words, for the number of 
LtrIl1S to remain stable until the turn of the century, more than 2,000 
Illdidduals must initiate farming operations each year simply to com-
pensate for the loss due to retirement, a rate of entry which is roughly 
[II ice that of recent years. Unless economic conditions for agriculture 
impro\-e measureably in the years ahead, such a rate of entry appears 
unlikely. 
Farm Organization 
An important structural dimension of agriculture is the organization 
(If the pn Jduction unit. Contrary to virtually every other sector of the 
I S economy, production agriculture remains largely the domain of 
IIldividuals and families. In most instances, farms are organized as 
'ill1ple proprietorships, although some families have incorporated 
:!:eir farming operations. 
In lYfQ, individual or tJmily proprietorships accounted for 85 per-
lent of all farms in Nebraska and more than 70 percent of all land in 
Llrms (table 4). Most of the corporate units were family held. In 1982, 
nearly 1 (Jf every 6 acres of farmland in the state was operated by a 
(orporation; most were large, family held corporations. Most, but not 
:tIl. of the land operated by corporations was owned by them. 
The relative significance of corporate activity in production agricul 
:ure in Nebraska is most pronounced in annual sales value. In 1982, 
nearly 30 percent of the state's dollar volume of production was from 
,(Jrporate units. In general, such units are concentrated more heavily in 
ii1estock L'nterprises, such as cattle feeding, and tend to generate large 
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l Table 4 - Characteristics of farms in Nebraska, by type of organization, 1982 t 
Co 
Item All Individual P'drtnership Family farms! or family held 
Farms: 
Number 60,209 ')1,323 ').608 2,732 281 
Percent 100.0 852 9.3 4.') 
.5 
wnd in farms: 
Acres 44,65'),914 31576,462 5,740,130 6,762,219 177,168 
Percent 100.0 70.7 12.9 15.1 
.4 
Average acreage 742 615 1,024 2,475 630 
Land owned by operator: 
Acres 28,805,313 19,540,488 3,681,456 5,108,533 118,644 
Percentage of 
land in farms 64.5 61.9 64.1 7,)S 67.0 
Market value of agricultural 
products sold annually: 
Total sales ($I ,0(0) 6,617,238 3,777,413 845,78') 1,678,178 294527 
Percent 100.0 57.1 12.8 2').4 4.4 
Average sales/farm 109,900 73,600 1')0,800 614,300 1,048,100 
! Total includes a miscellaneolls category in addition to those listed here. 
Source: u.s. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census. Census oj Agriculture 
Nebraska. 1982. 
sales volumes. In fact, in 1982,45 percent of the monetary value offed 
cattle and calves sold in the state was attributed to corporations. ll 
Farm organization patterns in Nebraska depend not only on eco 
nomic conditions and trends but also on institutional factors. Certainly 
the constitutional amendment approved by Nebraska voters if 
November 1982, is a major factor. in essence, it generally bars nonfam 
ily corporations from entering or expanding farming operations if 
Nebraska. This restriction applies to the ownership of land and tc 
nonexempt farming operations. But, active debate continues over th( 
interpretation, enforcement, and perceived benefits and costs of thi: 
amendment. 
Tax reform legislation at the national level may hold even mOfl 
Significant implications for the organizational configuration of agricul 
ture in Nebraska. Tax rule changes can, and usually do, change th 
. r Strllct lire of Agriculture l/1Jllglng. 53 
l'l 
. rules, and configurations of businesses will respond 
'lltlOl11JC 
.IlLllrdingly. 
\onfarm Income 
[''s. brmers and their families often draw more income from non-
, S()urces than they do from the farm. Nationally, the nonfarm 
urIll ' _ '.  
. , IllC of farmers has exceeded farm 1Ocome 10 16 of the last 20 years. Illlll 
" L1dl a pattern reflects both preference and economic necessity. The 
l'lati\e attractiveness of nonfarm employment and business has led 
:lUtl\, brmers to blend a variety of pursuits with farming. For others, 
l'lllI~omic necessity dictates that they pursue nonfarm income to meet 
hllllsehoid obligations. 
In \febraska, the full array of farm income dependencY' exists. Yet, 
rl'lati\-e to many states in the eastern half of the United States both the 
Illlidence and magnitude of nonfarm income appears to be less. 
\lL'Ording to the 1982 Census of Agriculture, 79 percent of Nebraska's 
I.lrill operators reported farming to be their principal occupation; only 
III \forth Dakota and South Dakota was this percentage higher. Con-
Il'rsely, only 18 percent of Nebraska's tarm operators reported working 
\ Iff the farm 200 or more days per year (essentially full time); again, 
\ lilly in the Dakotas was this rate lower. The reasons for these patterns 
!Il the Northern Plains need to be studied further. However, it seems 
plausible that relatively fewer off-farm employment and income oppor 
tunities exist in these semi-isolated and sparsely populated rural areas, 
thus limiting nonfarm income. 
~ILC of Units 
Farm size is frequently measured by acreage. Obviously, as the 
!lumber of farms declines and land is consolidated the average size 
I acres per tarm) will increase steadily. In 1982, the average farm con-
,isted of 746 acres, an increase of more than 40 percent since 1959 
luble 5). 
Of course, not all farms have grown in size over the past 25 years. 
Rather, the increase in statistical average size represents changes in a 
',omplex set of size patterns. In essence, there is evidence of a move 
!l1ent toward a bimodal structural pattern of fewer mid-size units and 
Illilfe large and small farms (table 5).12 The number of farms of less 
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Tahle 5 - Farm size distribution in Nehraska, 1959-82 
Faml opt'raturs 
Farm Sill' 
( acres "peLltt'd) 
1159 
H02';9 
260 '199 
')00999 
1,0001,999 
2 J)OO and over 
Averagt' size 
19')9 
Number Percent 
1'5,W,H 17.') 
2H,619 317 
26,67'; 29.'i 
11266 12.'1 
'f,HII 'i:\ 
::\,226 56 
90,.:\7'i 1000 
'i30 acres 
1969 
Number Percent 
15,671 IH9 
16,10'5 22.7 
20,H')3 2H9 
12324 170 
'5A9'i 7.6 
5509 19 
72,2')7 WOO 
677 acres 
19H2 
Change 
1982/1959 
Number Percent ~ PerCent 
11,12·1 23'1 89,1 
10,524 17.1 36.0 
h,OO,) 233 52.5 
II,H'(' 19 7 105.2 
6,036 10.0 125.5 
:\,90H 6.'5 12U 
60,243 lOO.O 666 
7~6 JefeS 
Source: US Dcpanment of Commerce, Bureau of the Census. Census oj Agric;;;' 
Nebraska. 19')9, 1969, and 19t12. 
than 140 acres has increased as a percentage of the total number of 
f~lrms since 1959, and in absolute terms since 1969, Likewise, the 
number of farms of 1,000 acres or more has increased in absolute terms 
by more than 20 percent By contrast, the number of farms in the 
140500 acre category decreased dramatically during 195982, 
Several factors have likely influenced these changes, Some individu· 
als have entered farming with relatively few acres, depending heavi~ 
on ofrtarm income or intensive farming enterprises, such as swine or 
specialty crops, which do not require a large land base. 
Many operators of intermediate-size units apparently either left farm· 
ing or scaled down their operated acreage (frequently older farmers)' 
Others :lcquired more acreage, thereby shifting to a larger acreage 
categ(lIy. 
Increases in the number of brms in the larger acreage categories 
reflect a motivation on the part of many producers to attain farms that 
are sufficiently large to generate adequate income. Continued techno-
logical advances have facilitated this change, However, federal farm 
price and income support programs and various federal tax provisions 
have also played a key role in promoting the expansion of farms. In 
bct, as Cochrane notes, "the \'ely programs that were supposed to help 
moderate sized [lmiiy farmers have contributed to their demise."13 
. g Structure of Agriculture 
t:hangtll ' 
s'lies Volume 
.' 
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.\nother measure of farm size is the amount of annual cash receipts 
. '1"lted li'om farm marketings. In 1982, Nebraska farmers averaged (JeIK • 
'"' "Irh' $110,000 in sales per farm, about twice the average sales volume 
nC'19':'..i. Intlation, which greatly reduced the value of the dollar during 
In . 'b' c. B . c. I .. l)eriod was a majOr contn utmg lactor. ut, economiC pressure lor I 1l~ , 
n(reased farm size and output to obtain acceptable profits and cash 
:'0\\' for family living and business investments is another explanation. 
\\ore significant, however, is the distribution of farms by economic 
(~~;les) class. In 1982, the 3,918 largest farms with annual sales of over 
~iso,ooo accounted for more than half (52 percent) of the state's total 
:Jsh receipts (table 6). At the opposite end of the size spectrum, farms 
crwssing less than $100,000 of sales constituted three-fourths of the 
~lIt11ber of farms but produced less than one-fourth (23 percent) of 
IOlal cash receipts. Clearly, production volume is concentrated on 
Ltrger units. 
Concentration of agricultural output has increased. Looking at the 
post World War II period, the Gini Coefficient of agricultural sales by 
l'conomic size of farm operation has increased significantly (table 7).14 
Tahle 6 - Distribution of fanns and cash receipts by economic class of fann, 
Nebraska, 1982 
Average Percentage of 
Fconomic class Number of Percentage of annual cash total cash 
I annual cash receipts) farms furms receipt~ per receipt~ 
farm 
Number Percent Dollars Percent 
S~OO,OOO or more 1,301 2.2 1,974,600 38.8 
~2~O.OOO to $499.999 2,617 4.3 338,200 13.4 
~IOO,OOO to $249,999 10,753 17.9 151,200 24.6 
~jl).ooo to $99,999 16,573 27.5 65,100 16.3 
~2().000 to $39,999 10,366 17.2 29,400 4.6 
~ 10.000 to $10,999 7,182 11.9 14,700 l.6 
~~.OOO to $0.999 4,615 7.7 7,400 .5 
k\, than $'),O()O 6,802 1l.3 2,200 .2 
'''urrc: I '.S. ])qxutmcnt of Commerce, Bureau of the Census. Census of Agriculture 1982. 
Bruce H JOhnsOJi; 
Table 7 - Measures of concentration of agricultural sales in Nebraska, seiecte« 
years, 1950-82. 
19")0 
19")9 
1969 
1978 
1982 
Gini Coefficient 
uf agricultural 
sales 
0.4619 
.4847 
.63')3 
.67')6 
.6871 
Percentage of total ~ 
annual cash receipts 
generated hv producers 
--Lower SO Top 10 TopS 
percent percent percent 
20 40 29 
18 43 31 
10 ")4 44 
9 58 47 
8 59 49 
Source: {1.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census. Census of Agriculture. 
Nehraska. 1950, 19")9,1969,1978, and 1982. 
A<o, a result, the portion of total cash receipts generated by the largest S 
percent of Nebraska producers rose from 29 percent in 1950 to 49 
percent in 1982. 
Because of the disparity in economic size of farms, a better 
perspective of Nebraska farms is gained by constructing a profile by 
economic class of farms (table 8). Several differences are noteworthy. 
First, larger farms are more frequently operated by middle-aged 
operators, with a high proportion being part owners. Likewise, the 
incidence of corporate organization is higher. Acres operated show a 
direct relationship to sales volume and also point out that exceptions 
exist. 
Livestock enterprises dominate sales activity from the largest units! 
This is not unexpected. Even rather modest sized units produce high~ 
volume sales. For example, a cattle-feeding operation with just 1,009 
head per year output could generate annual sales in excess of $O.t 
million. ~ 
Off farm employment for operators ofthe smaller firms was comm~ 
and often essentially full time. Conversely, as farm size and associatetf 
labor demands increased, offfarm employment declined measureab~i 
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8 Selected characteristics of Nebraska farm operators, by economic class, 1982 Llbic -, 
~ Very large wrge Medium Small 
($'100,00 ($250,000 ($100,000 $40,000 
l )1'll'rJtor Jgl':_ 
IL'" dun .'I, 
~; ';-l 
;; 'Ind (llder 
knurl': 
Full (lll!lcr 
I'Ji1 (lll!lcr 
kn,lI)1 
i'L'rLl'nugc of land in 
I.lrlllS leased 
Illisiness organization 
( indil iclual or 
l'lI11ih') 
1'.li1ncrship 
All brms 
223 
389 
388 
41.2 
382 
20.'1 
40.8 
8'1.2 
93 
l.llllih L'()rporatiol1 4.') 
( 1I111'r corporat ion 1.0 
'Ill' ,,f t:Jrl1l (acres (lperated): 
i.l's.s Ihan 1 ()O 20.0 
111010259 20.6 
..'()II 10 -191) 23.2 
;1)1) 10 9()I) 19.7 
I.()()() to 1.1)91) 10.0 
..'.(JCJn ami 111 ore 6.5 
\LlJllfitl' of sales from: 
lill'stock 64.1 
(\,,)PS 3,),9 
( 1I111'r characteristics: 
Farm operators working 
otf Llrm job 
\()ne ')8.4 
I LJ9 daIS 15.0 
1 ()(J 199 davs 6.2 
2()() da\'s or more 20.4 
i'rillcipal occupation 
or 
more) 
11.8 
527 
3SS 
28.5 
620 
9.5 
34.3 
40.6 
lfU 
353 
6.0 
6.8 
4.1 
9.4 
169 
25.4 
37.4 
896 
10.1 
81.3 
10.6 
2.2 
59 
~El1rnin_g 21.1 7.5 
to to 
$499,999) $249,999) 
Percent 
143 
545 
313 
241) 
67.5 
7.6 
361 
61.1 
15.6 
199 
3.4 
4.7 
2.0 
9.0 
251 
34.6 
24.6 
577 
423 
833 
115 
17 
3.5 
4.2 
20.5 
502 
29.3 
23.9 
62.1 
140 
432 
80.1 
11.7 
75 
.7 
2.2 
4.4 
21.6 
40.2 
18.8 
12.8 
46.8 
'53.2 
77.6 
1 '1.6 
2.4 
4.4 
4.1 
to 
$99,999 ) 
235 
39.0 
375 
289 
485 
22.6 
45.7 
87.7 
8.8 
50 
S 
4.1 
1 S.S 
375 
26.1 
10.7 
6.1 
429 
571 
678 
187 
4,9 
8.6 
7.3 
Very snull 
(less 
than 
$40,000 ) 
235 
325 
44.0 
56.8 
199 
233 
37.2 
89.9 
7.8 
I.') 
.8 
37.7 
320 
17.6 
8.0 
3.4 
1.3 
443 
)).7 
431 
133 
8.8 
,')48 
37.1 
s, 'lIr,'e: I'S Department of Commerce, 
\eiJras/.:a 11)82. 
Bureau of the CenSLlS. Census oj Ap,riclIitllre, 
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In shot1, sales volume, perhaps more than any other measure, COn. 
firms the extreme di~Tersity amung Nebraska's farming units. MonetaI)' 
value of output IS highly skewed toward a relatively small pot1ion of 
producing units, leaving h~lf of the state's farms accounting for a vel)' 
small share. Th~ latter, which .could prob~bly b~ more ~ppropriately 
termed farm residences than farm producmg units, contmue to eXist 
for a variety of reasons. But, because of the number of people involved 
their relative impact on the socioeconomic viability of rural communi: 
ties may be as great or even greater than that of largescale operations, 
Land Ownership and Tenure 
Despite an increasing concentration of production, ownership of the 
primary asset, land, remains relatively dispersed. In Nebraska, approx. 
imately 4 of every 10 acres (41 percent) of agricultural land is owned by 
someone other than the operator. In most cases, landlords are non· 
farmers. This general pattern of land ownership has existed for many 
years without a discernable trend. 
The land which operators lease is usually in parcels rather than 
whole farm units. In turn, the parcels tend to be combined with other 
parcels to form the total land base of an operating unit. 
While the amount of farmland rented has not changed measurably 
over time, the tenure patterns of farm operators have changed (table 
9). P'dt1 owners now represent the primary tenure group. By combining 
owned and rented land, this group generally operates larger units than 
full owners or full tenants. 
This pattern of farm tenancy is probably related pat1ially to the desire 
of most operators to own at least pat1 of the land they farm. However, 
given the land base required for a viable unit, ownership of the total 
unit has become increasingly difficult due to capital (debt and equity) 
constraints. 
The recent plunge of agricultural land values to less than half of the 
1981 level has been a devastating blow to owners of agriculturallandY 
In many instances, the decline in value has completely eliminated 
owner equity. Farmers who bought land after 1975 with heavy debt 
leveraging have been affected most, and some have been liquidated. 
Moreover, their preferences as well as their economic resources may 
preclude land acquisition in the future. For other farm operators, how, 
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> 9 - Land tenure trends in Nebraska, 1930-82 
Clt1k 
Ten llre class 
Year and item Full Part 
owner owner Tenant 
----------
Percent 
I ,).~(): 
of brms 34 19 47 Percent 
Percellt of land in brms 27 32 41 
I')I(]: 
uf brms 29 18 53 Percellt 
Percent of land in farms 23 37 40 
I')'i(]: 
of brms 36 25 39 Percent 
Percent (>f land in farms 27 44 29 
1')'19: 
uf brms 35 30 35 Percent 
Percent of land in farms 24 50 26 
1l)(H 
Percent uf brms 39 36 25 
Percent uf land in farms 23 59 18 
I,n,: 
Percent of brms 41 38 21 
Percent of land in farms 24 61 15 
ll)rl2 
Percent of farms 41 38 21 
Percent uf land in farms 27 60 13 
~()llrce: llS Department of Commerce. Bureau of the Census: Census of Agriculture, 
\·chraska. Series. 
c\er, greatly depreciated land values may now represent greater oppor 
tunities to acquire land. Thus, the general pattern of land ownership 
Jnd control and the associated tenure characteristics will probably 
c\ll1tinue to change gradually. 
Financial Conditions in the 1980s 
For a host of reasons, the financial condition of production agricul-
ture in Nebraska has deteriorated sharply in the 1980s. During the first 
half of the decade, the state's farm income dropped to two thirds the 
len:1 attained during the 1970s. Because of the heavy buildup of 
indebtedness, particularly during the late 1970s, record-high interest 
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rates during the early 19~Os proved devastating to many producers. 
Simultaneously. by 19~6. farmland values in Nebraska had depreciated 
an average SS percent from peak levels of 19~1.lcading to an erosion of 
equity (or net worth) in the sector uf more than $21 billion (table 10). 
In constant dollars. equity has declined by abuut two thirds. 
While farm sectors in other states have also experienced flnancial 
stress. the magnitude of the problem has been particularly severe in 
Nebraska. By 19~5. the farm sector's debt to-asset ratio in Nebraska Was 
the highest in the nation. 1(, The percentage decline in agricultural land 
values was second only to Iowa. Correspondingly, nearly 40 percent of 
the state's farm operators have debt-to-asset ratios of 40 percent or 
more, a level generally believed to be indicative of financial stress.17 
Thus. economic survival is a primary objective for many operators 
today. 
Table 10 - Abbreviated balance sheet of Nebraska's farming sector (including fann 
households), January 1, 1980-86' 
Year 
Item 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 
( Preliminary) 
Billion dollars 
Assets: 
Real estate 28.6 34.8 34.7 332 291 21.0 15.8 
Other 117 119 12.2 13.0 11.9 11.2 10.5 
Total 403 46.7 46.9 46.2 41.1 32.2 26.3 
Claims: 
Real estate 3.2 36 4.0 43 4.3 43 4.1 
Other 49 5.2 5.6 69 6.S 6.0 5.6 
Total 8.1 8.8 9.6 11.2 10.8 10.3 9.7 
Equity 32.2 37.9 373 3S0 302 21.9 16.6 
Equity in 
real dollars 
( 1977 = 100) 25.6 273 2S.1 22.5 18.7 131 9.6 
Percent 
Ratios: 
Equityi assets 79.9 81.2 79.S 7S.B 73.S 68.0 63.1 
Debt/equity 25.1 23.2 2S.7 32.0 3S.B 470 58.4 
Debt/assets 20.1 18.8 20.4 243 263 32.0 36.9 
'Primary Source: IT.S. Department of Agriculture. Economic Research Service. Eco· 
nomic Indicators oj the Farm Sector, State Income and Balance Sheet Statistics, series. 
Washington, DC. 1986 
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In essence, Nehraska's farming sector faces an acute situation of 
" 'liltunl returns heing inadequate to service the level of indeht-
,[,,[ll c 
'''I lesS built up during the more profitahle 1970s. Adjustment is now 
L'll .' 
Ylinfully underway in the form of downward movement of asset 
I'tlues, partial and complete farm liquidations, farm hankruptcies, and 
\ "11er t\'lies of debt writedowns. Farmers representing the full spectrum 
lh . 
llf types described earlier who entered t~le 1980s leveraged heavily 
\\itl~ debt have faced the full bore effect of this adjustment. Not all will 
he able to continue their farming operations and the pattern of 
resource ownership and control for others will emerge radically 
d i fferen t. 
Major structural Trends 
Having viewed Nebraska's production agriculture from several 
\antage points, let's now consider several key elements of change 
\\'hich will likely carry us into the next decade and century. These 
betms, which are highly interwoven, include the following: 
Farm consolidation and enlargement, 
Economic size and concentration, 
Specialization, 
Resource ownership and control, and 
Farm income viahility and dependency. 
To be sure, the above are not unique to Nebraska, but, nonetheless, 
they may have far-reaching effects for this state's agriculture. 
Farm Consolidation and Enlargement 
The 50 year trend of farm business cannibalism is likely to continue 
unabated, As previously noted, operator age profiles clearly point to 
brm exit exceeding entry in the years ahead. But, other factors also 
point to this propensity, including: laborsaving technolot,'Y, offt~lrm 
income potential, and the gap between farm and nontarm income per 
lapita. IE As technology continues to develop, it is estimated that the 
aH.'rage production output of commercial farms will grow at a rate of at 
Il'ast 3 percent annually to the year 2000. 
OtT Etrm income potential is, of course, an offsetting force to farm 
gruwth, allowing smaller units to exist. And, this factor offset some of 
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the farm expansion pressures of technology from 1940 to 1980. But 
rural economic opportunities are, to varying degrees, very limited, and 
grmvth in the share of income farmers receive from off farm SOurces 
can be expected to slow for the remainder of the century.10 
As Tweeten and others have pointed out repeatedly, much of the 
grcJwth in farm size has been explained by farm expansion and consol_ 
idation to close the gap between farm and nonfarm per capita income. 
Much adjustment has already occurred, and the income gap has nar-
rowed as the farm population has channeled its excess labor into 
nonfarm employment or larger farming operations. However, thou-
sands of medium sized farms continue to operate in Nebraska and 
throughout the region without the volume of agricultural production 
or nonfarm employment to produce sufficient family income. Current 
financial stresses have only exacerbated this dilemma. Many of these 
units are in jeopardy and will either undergo significant size transitions 
or terminate in the near future. Unless unforeseen conditions inter-
vene, the number of farms in Nebraska will likely decline to 25,000 to 
30,000 by the year 2000, less than half the number in operation in 1982. 
Economic Size and Concentration 
Concurrent with farm consolidation is the trend toward even greater 
concentration of commercial agricultural production on large-scale 
units. Government officials estimate that by the year 2000, as few as 
50,000 large-scale farms could be producing as much as three fourths 
of u.s. agricultural output,20 based on a continuation of current poli-
cies, past trends, and future technological expectations. If similar pro-
duction concentration were to occur in Nebraska, less than 1,500 farms 
might account for three fourths of the state's agricultural production by 
the end of this century. 
In short, the bimodal pattern of agriculture already evident will likely 
become much more pronounced. Large farm units will continue to 
grow in number and production significance as they quickly adopt 
emerging technology, capture size economies, and surpass smaller 
competitors in business and financial management. 
The number of moderate-sized farms will decline precipitously as 
income generating capacity erodes. Even when the production effi-
ciency of these units is reasonably competitive with larger units, 
returns from limited production tend to be inadequate to provide 
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, . n1es acceptable to farm families. Moreover, this group is relatively 
IlllO ' I > ,en dent on farm income support programs, and if these programs 
l ~I \"ithdrawn gradually, the economic impact will further reduce the 
:lIt' d' d . llumber of mo erate-sIZe U~ItS. . . 
The future of smaller unIts depends heaVIly on nonfarm mcome 
~ources, therefore, their economic resiliency may be greater. However, 
'he number of smaller units could decrease if opportunities for com-
:,ining farm and nonfarm incomes subside or if the perceived benefits 
(Jf rural living via part-time farming are reduced. For much of Nebraska, 
both of these factors are rather uncertain in the coming years. 
specialization 
Another trend that is woven into the structural fabric of agriculture is 
"reater specialization of production. A generation ago, a typical farm 
~'as diversified; it consisted of several crop and livestock production 
Jdi\'ities. Today, that is no longer the case. In 1950, two-thirds of 
\ebraska's farmers had hog and dairy operations and three-fourths had 
poultry enterprises. By 1982, only 27 percent of the state's farmers had 
hog enterprises, 8 percent operated dairy enterprises, and 5 percent 
had poultry enterprises. 
Such specialization is the natural outgrowth of technological 
~Ilh'ancement and economies of size. Producers who once relied on 
lTOP rotation and enterprise diversification to conserve soil fertility, 
pre\'ent soil erosion, and control pests have gradually replaced these 
practices with chemical fertilizers and pesticides. Correspondingly, the 
decision to acquire a specialized piece of equipment or facility will 
(lften dictate the need for greater concentration of economic activity in 
:t particular enterprise, thus encouraging size expansion. The result has 
heen a tendency toward monocultural agriculture. Producers concen-
trate their land, capital, and human resources on one or two major 
l'nterprises and maintain a relatively constant pattern from year to year. 
Factors other than technology also have contributed to increased 
~pecialization. Opportunities for diversification have declined; farmers 
may not have the equipment, facilities, and know-how to allow them to 
engage competitively in several enterprises; and the marketing infra-
~trllcture for some commodites beyond the farmgate may have been 
dismantled. Thus, the farmers' options for greater enterprise diversifi 
cation, even when deemed economically desirable, have become rela-
tl\'ely narrow. 
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To some extent, off-farm employment opportunities have also chan_ 
neled farm families' excess labor supply away from the more labor_ 
intensive farm. In essence, fundamental change in farming lifestyle has 
accompanied a movement toward monocultural agriculture. 
Will Nebraska's farms become more specialized in the years ahead? 
While movement toward greater concentration of production would 
suggest this, it is not certain that greater specialization will ensue. 
Producers are more sensitive to the costs of specialization. Production 
risks and economic risks can increase with monocultural farming. The 
resiliency of farm businesses to withstand and adapt to adverse condi-
tions can be reduced seriously. Moreover, there is less potential for 
complementary enterprise activities, those which allow for fuller use of 
capital labor and natural resources. These considerations cannot be 
disregarded in economically stressful times. 
External forces may also limit the degree of production specializa-
tion in Great Plains agriculture. For example, the lack of off-farm 
employment opportunities may dictate the need for greater onfarm 
diversity. Likewise, greater societal concern over various environmental 
issues and food quality may lead to reduced chemical farming and 
other cultural practices that are conducive to specialization. Conse-
quently, we may experience movement away from monocultural farm-
ing to more diversified farming. Many farmers are now experimenting 
with new crop enterprises and re-establishing crop rotational systems 
to cut costs and to use their resources more effectively. However, their 
options are limited. Specialization may become a rather stable 
structural characteristic of Nebraska agriculture for the remainder of 
this century. 
Resource Ownership and Control 
Financial hardship in production agriculture during the 1980s 
appears to be profoundly shaping the future. Many farm operations 
have been terminated in recent years because of untimely land pur-
chases and highly debt-leveraged positions. The degree of financial 
stress experienced by many farm operators is related directly to earlier 
land and capital acquisitions. 
Ironically, many farmers who earlier were unable to purchase land 
and other major asset items are now in relatively sound financial 
positions. Today's farming community is relearning the lessons of 50 
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. 'lgo-!1foduction assets must demonstrate an adequate level of \'C'lfS ' . 
, 't"t"oili"! and debt should be incurred only within conservative pro 1 cA ., ' , ' , 
>timates of servICeabilIty. 
t:-' \'afioUS land tenure configurations are emerging; they are character-
iZl'd by separation of ownership and operation. The farmer of tom or-
, '\"iIl relv more heavily on leased land. Although this does not 
I'l)\\" , 
1rl'dude some ownership, the goal of farming will be changing from 
Lnd ownership to tarm profitability. Accompanying this change will be 
thl' brmers' interest in developing more sophisticated and secure leas-
ing arrangements, 111e oral agreement based solely on goodwill and a 
h~;ndshake will become the exception and not the rule, Multiyear con-
tracts \vill be common with provisions for flexible payments reflecting 
income variability and relative contributions of the parties. 
If bnners will own less land, who will own the land? Perhaps the 
most likely scenario is an expanded version of the present pattern of 
Ilonbrm ownership, Despite the concentration of agricultural produc-
tion, the dispersal of land ownership remains relatively parceled and 
diffuse, Individuals spanning a range of ages and vocations own farm-
land in Nebraska today. Usually they have direct ties to the land, either 
through kinship or the community. Frequently, their holdings are par 
eels which are farmed as part of larger farming units. Because land 
ownership tends to be long-term, this ownership pattern will prohably 
continue. And, as more land ownership gradually moves from farmers 
to nonfarmers, more individuals will hecome involved. 
Legal restrictions may continue to preclude acquisition by corpora-
tions or limited partnerships. But, even if these restrictions do not exist, 
the parceling of land may promote acquisition by individuals (that is, it 
is extremely difficult to acquire large contiguous land holdings which 
limits the interest of corporations, institutional buyers, and other large 
investors). 
The greater emphasis on leased capital verses deht capital will likely 
carryover to other production assets as well. Machinery, equipment, 
and livestock will he controlled through short-term leases and con-
tracts, Overhead and debt load are kept at more manageable levels and 
a greater degree of financial flexibility is achieved with such 
arrangements, 
ObViously, credit will continue to playa pivotal role in production 
agriculture, hut the magnitude will be reduced and converted to 
shorter term commitments. Moreover, the availahility of credit to farm 
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borrowers will be more restricted and contingent upon demonstrated 
profitability. Tomorrow's borrower will have to be highly skilled in the 
technical aspects of agricultural production and marketing as well as in 
financial accounting, financial management, and risk analysis. 21 
Income Variability 
Whatever the future holds for production agriculture, greater farm 
income variability is almost certain. As discussed previously, U.S. agri-
culture is already profoundly influenced by the global economy, and 
unforeseen events (natural, economic, and political) reverberate back 
to Nebraska. When these impacts are deemed negative, policy interven_ 
tion may be, at best, only marginally effective. 
Also contributing to more income variability in the future is the 
apparent transition of federal farm policy away from price and income 
support programs. While the nature and speed of this process remains 
to be determined, it is very likely that producers will be operating in 
the economic mainstream. The dollar per bushel government defi-
ciency payments of 1986 may well be an economic artifact of the 1990s. 
Finally, the apparent dawning of a whole new era of agricultural 
technology holds awesome implications for the profitability levels of 
the sector. The development and implementation of biotechnology 
which can substantially increase production output may, indeed, be a 
biological miracle but overproduction may cause economic loss to 
producers. 
Given a more volatile economic environment, tomorrow's farmers 
will need to take more deliberate steps indiVidually to reduce their 
economic vulnerability. For some, this may mean greater enterprise 
diverSity, for others a reduced debt level. Many producers, particularly 
those with large output volumes, will increase the use of production 
contracting to buffer themselves from undesirable economic shocks. 
Of course, more sophisticated vertical coordination by these producers 
may result in more limited market access for others, subsequently 
leading to fewer farms.22 Still another group of farm families will 
attempt to cope with greater farm income variability by expanding 
nonfarm employment/income pursuits. And, to the extent that such 
options exist, our agricultural structure will maintain a part~time farm-
ing component. In the final analYSiS, a farm operation's survival will 
depend heavily upon its risk management strategy. 
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Thc stresses and changes that are now occurring in Nebraska's farm-
. ,"'ctor are major and extremely pivotal to this state's citizenry. lng ."- . -
Fl,'rhaps in no other st~t~ are these economIc for~es so pro~~)U~ced 
1d their socioeconomIC Impact so great. Yet, despIte the ramIfIcations 
~\lfstructural change in agriculture, Nebraska~'s and their elected repre 
~l'ntati\-es have only limited opportunities for influencing the destiny 
l)f production agriculture. Many factors affecting change (such as 
\11onetary and fiscal policy, farm policy, tax reform, international trade 
negotiations, and foreign policy) are national and international in 
na;ure. Recognizing this, it behooves us to seize the limited opportuni 
ticS \ve have by gaining an understanding of the issues, engaging in 
constructi\e debate, and enacting appropriate and creative policy 
adion. The following are offered as catalysts for this process. 
Firs!' Nebraskans must understand the basic issues of the current 
situation in agriculture and not just the symptoms. In essence, we must 
bce the fact that chronic overproduction exists. Despite millions of 
pcople in other parts of the world facing fc)od shortages, malnutrition, 
and bmine, an expanding export market is not on the horizon. Quite 
the' contrary, world agricultural productivity is expanding dramatically 
to challenge America's current share. u.s. farmers will not produce 
themselves out of the current financial crisis. Rather, decreasing our 
production agriculture is the most likely result. 
We arc uncertain of how this process will occur. The market itself 
may dictate sharp reductions of resource inputs allocated to agri 
cultural production, Of, alternatively, public policy may influence it. 
But either way, ultimately we must reduce the amount of land and 
capital in production. For Nebraska, this may mean that a considerable 
amount of our land base and capital investment will be taken out of 
production for an extended period. In some of the marginal produc-
tion areas of the state this could be a permanent reduction. The distri-
hution of economic costs associated with such an adjustment is, 
indeed, a \u;'-' weighty policy consideration, 
Sccondly, it appears inevitable that the number of farms will con-
tinuc to decl ine substantially throughout the remainder of this century, 
The economic stress of recent years has only exacerbated the longrun 
trend, Rather than vainly trying to reverse this trend, it seems appro-
priate to consider institutional steps to ensure an orderly decline and 
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an easy transition for all. For example, job retraining and employment 
services for displaced farmers and their families should be a high 
priority. Vocational agriculture, as now taught in countless high schools 
across the state, could be oriented toward other trades and skills. like-
wise, the encouragement of new and more diversified economic actiVi_ 
ties in rural areas may allow thousands of farm families to continUe to 
farm and reside in their rural communities, albeit via part-time farming. 
Specific needs which may require new policy directions may arise 
for those who evolve into the role of major commercial prodUcers. 
One such area may be availability of financial capital. Given the inabil_ 
ity to service current debt levels, it seems likely that nonfarm eqUity 
capital will need to replace a sizable portion of today's farmer-held 
debt capital. An institutional environment which facilitates this tranSi-
tion is necessary. In addition, state involvement in providing venture 
capital for new agricultural directions may be quite appropriate, Partic-
ularly if the potential for high economic payoff exists for the state's 
economy. 
Policymakers must also realize that tomorrows' commercial farmer 
will approach agriculture as a profit making venture and will act 
according to shortrun economic signals. Farmers operating in this kind 
of setting may, at times, make decisions which jeopardize the public 
interest (for example, the natural environment may be damaged) 
unless appropriate policy bounds are established and enforced. 
Third, Nebraskans will need to weigh carefully the impact of structur-
al change in agriculture on the economies of rural communities. The 
implications are sobering. Much of the state faces Significant depopula-
tion in the next 15 years as production agriculture changes. 
Because Nebraska is a state of many small towns (more than 400 
with a population of less than 1,000) the demise of many is a distinct 
possibility. Not all ofthese towns will have sufficient clientele to main-
tain viable business communities. Dependent on the economic base of 
production agriculture from an earlier era, many communities are bat-
tling to survive. 
Many of Nebraska's small towns face a continuing deterioration of 
economic activity, tax base, public services, social networks, and other 
important quality-of life components. At the extreme, an irreversible 
spiral of deterioration can cause the town to lose any discernible sense 
of community, and it becomes a mere cluster of occupied residences 
among vacant structures. 
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'[0 be sure, such a process represents a significant waste of both 
. "Ite and public capitaL Business properties remain vacant with 
1,11\ " 
.enti:.tllv no salvage value. Schools, if not abandoned, become over 
~:~lt, while an elaborate network of deteriorating roads and bridges 
,rod des an excess of alternative routes to a depopulated hinterland. 
tlUt. 6en more tragic are the constraints imposed on the remaining 
Il'~idents whose potential is limited by their environment. 
Thus, a changing agriculture poses new challenges for all rural citi-
Il'ns. For example, the high dependency of local governments upon 
,ruperty tax revenues must be faced. The problem is not only one of 
~kteriorating magnitude but also the questionable equity of using 
,rl1perty tax revenues for public services that are not property related 
: l'ducation, for example). Alternative revenue sources and service 
dl'li\'ety methods will need to be developed. 
In summary, participants in tomorrow's policy arenas will no longer 
he' able to divorce the farm structure debate from questions of popula 
tion settlement patterns, community well-being, and basic issues of 
quality of life. The relationships are substantial, and polkymakers will 
!leed to articulate these aspects in national arenas as well, where factors 
(lieconomic etlkiency and expediency appear to rank much higher in 
the collective mindset. The costs and benefits of structural changes 
!l()W underway will need to be weighed carefully, not solely by eco-
!lllmic measures but by social, cultural, and traditional values that are 
,till deemed important. Likewise, alternative policy directions must be 
l'\aluated. The policy challenge is great and the stakes are high for they 
\\i11 shape the image of Nebraska as it enters the 21st century. 
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